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• Prior Mission and Vision from 2013-2018 Strategic Plan 

o Only one student had seen the college’s mission prior to the email invitation for this 
discussion; that student happened to have worked in a capacity of website development 
for the college. 

o Another student accessed the new Strategic Plan website after receiving the invitation 
to this discussion and read the notes from prior discussion sessions. 

o In our first year seminar, we talked about interprofessional education very generally; 
but very little actual practice thereof.  In our off hours as students, we tend to retreat to 
our own echo chambers of our own department. 

o Within our classes, we don’t interact with students from other Bouvé majors. 
o First Year Seminar IPE sim lab exercise was deemed “good” by the one student who had 

experienced that activity. 
o Most clubs are based in your own specific skill areas.  When you’re interacting with 

others from other majors on your own hours, “how to work better in a clinical setting” 
doesn’t come up of course in social settings. 

o Interprofessionality is of great interest to students from across Bouvé, especially 
students who have had at least one co-op experience.  It’s in the co-op experience that 
students often become very interested in how to work across healthcare disciplines. 

o The current Vision does not distinguish Bouvé College from other similar 
institutions.  What’s missing here is our geographic location.  The healthcare and 
biotechnology ecosystem in Boston is a reason to be here in Bouvé.   

o The Mission and Vision speak to “global” and miss “the medical Mecca” that is 
Boston.  Full agreement with global health emphasis, but our current plan misses the 
advantages that our local location provides. 

o Students themselves are initiating public service activities in neighboring communities 
and are interested to do so. 
 

• Prior Values and Prior Areas of Excellence from the 2013-2018 Strategic Plan 
o Not sure that “self-care” and “self-management” are understood. 
o Notice of new minors to undergraduates seems very last minute and hard to integrate in 

undergraduate majors. 
o It took “reaching out legs and arms” to join a research team (in College of 

Science).  Participation in drug discovery, etc. seems difficult. 
o Re Lifespan/Healthy Aging, doesn’t Bouvé have just one (undergraduate) course in 

geriatrics? 



o Feel like these Areas of Excellence are on the graduate level only, not available really to 
undergraduates. 

o Areas of Excellence from this strategic plan were not part of our decision to enroll at 
Bouvé. 

o Re: Contribution… The flu shot clinic by students seems to be an example that 
particularly resonates with other NU students. 

o Re: Opportunities… We have opportunities when we are on co-op but lack opportunity 
to **reflect** on those experiences when we return. 

o These Values seem more the values of the university, not of Bouvé.  These could also be 
the values of any college at NU.  These values do not seem to distinguish Bouvé.  

o Aside from the Service Learning Nutrition course, there are not opportunities from 
Bouvé to engage in the urban community.  Those opportunities exist for us, but through 
clubs, not through Bouvé courses or curriculum. 

 
• Prior Goals from the 2013-2018 Strategic Plan 

o These are goals we’re still working toward, and there is active progress.  There are more 
Dialogues via Bouvé and the Global Health minor, for example.  But we have not 
achieved these goals just yet. 

o It’s an advantage that we’re Northeastern first, Bouvé second… as this allows a Bouvé 
student to take advantage of offerings from other NU colleges, such as a Dialogue of 
Civilizations from another college (if prereqs are met).  We can reach out to fellow 
students in CCIS to collaborate on research projects, in another example. 

o We don’t have to provide everything within Bouvé.  We have the university.  Bringing in 
the resources of the other colleges would be really important [in this strategic plan]. 

o For a first year student, there is not much interaction with students from other 
disciplines. 

 
• Re “looking forward” (TJefferson slides regarding Mission, Guiding Principles, Focus Areas, etc.) 

o To inspire students to “explore and innovate beyond the traditional realm of 
healthcare” was a vision statement of a new Bouvé student group. 

o Innovation is connecting unlikely things together to deliver something of value. 
o As we can see from President Aoun’s peek into the future, we should be focusing on 

what makes us uniquely human.  We should also be pushing beyond what has been 
customary in our field.  A recent piece reported that healthcare is the profession most 
well positioned to benefit from technological advances, but least prepared to do so. 

o Medicine is probably one of the oldest scientific fields there is.  Yet it seems like we 
(medicine) are always twenty years behind.  Bringing electronic medical records into 
hospitals has been a disaster.  We as healthcare professionals seem particularly 
challenged to adapt new innovations. 

o We in healthcare are excellent at jumping through the hoops, but we’re not good at 
creating something new. 

o [In response to question whether Bouvé provides opportunity to learn about “the real 
world”…]   From a first year student perspective, there isn’t much from Bouvé that I can 
take into the real world.  I have to seek those opportunities myself.  I’m helping out in a 
PT research lab, but I had to go find that opportunity.  The club I started was something I 
created.   



o [Do you feel safe to try something that might not work out?]  In setting up a new 
student club, I had to do all of the research and process myself.  There was not any 
process support – though enthusiasm from faculty – for setting up a new club. 

o I see connections to what I study in class and my work as part of a PT research lab team, 
but I had to find that opportunity myself, even though it is very important. 

o [Global, what should it mean?]  It means you should collaborate with people throughout 
the globe, not necessarily **going** to other places in the world.  I don’t ever really see 
that happening.  I see us **going** to other places in the world.    

o There is experiential expertise from professionals and colleagues in other countries that 
we could learn from. 

o What does academic excellence specifically mean for our school? 
o Academic excellence is a two-sided coin.  One side is the students; the other side is the 

faculty.  We students can jump through the hoops really well, but if we at Bouvé are not 
creating excellence in the courses, there’s only so much we can do. 

o Reputation:  When I thought about NU’s reputation, I didn’t think of a numerical rank.  I 
thought about innovation.  The educational model is so different than everywhere 
else.  We put high emphasis on **experience**.   Yes, we want to keep our experiential 
learning; but we also want to have more innovative courses.  Less “this is what a 
mitochondria does” than “here’s what we can do or innovate based on knowing what a 
mitochondria does”. 

o Students are in different mindsets between co-op and courses.  There is no opportunity 
to debrief or reflect on the co-op experiences.   

o In health sciences, for example, an innovative instructor or innovative course could 
deliberately draw upon students’ co-op experiences (for upperclassmen who have 
completed at least one co-op experience) to solve a problem.  Most of the courses take 
the approach of “this is the information”, drawing more from course content, than from 
co-op experience. 

 
How to have student input on the draft of the next strategic plan when it has been drafted? 
 

• [In reference to the new Bouvé Staff Council]  A Bouvé student council would be a good idea. 
• We are developing a new Bouvé-wide student group; we are meeting with Dean Hanrahan soon. 
• There is no “Bouvé Student Council”, only profession-specific student groups.  Creating one 

would inherently foster more interprofessional education at Bouvé.  
 


